after a study of 425 cases of end-result idiopathic scoliosis, that exercise should be avoided. This study found that approximately 60% of the patients treated with exercises had an increase in the deformity, and 40% had no change.

Recent work done by Stone et al (1979), has included a nine-month exercise therapy programme for 99 subjects with scoliosis and also reported poor results. However, the results of this study showed the extent to which, under the optimal conditions outlined, therapeutic exercises were capable of correcting functional scoliosis and a significant change in both body position and spinal functionality was shown after 20 weeks of treatment. The data revealed post-treatment values that suggested that some positive changes had taken place due to the therapeutic programme. It appears that in cases of lateral symmetries, young children have high potential for balancing the trunk muscles if the exercise intensity is well regulated and monitored. This should encourage clinicians to consider using exercise therapy as an important treatment for functional scoliosis.

Extreme care was taken in the present study to control testing procedures and the conduct of the treatment programme itself. It is admissible, where other outcomes are the focus, to be less rigorous with respect to the treatment itself. Thus Stone et al (1979), had subjects perform an active exercise programme at home with no supervision, as opposed to the individual attention given to each subject in the present study. However, it is the author’s opinion that without individual supervision, no valid information on the effect of exercise programmes on functional scoliosis can be achieved.

The information presented here is an attempt to show the responses of the functional scoliotic spine to an individualised and closely supervised exercise programme. This knowledge may provide a useful basis for better understanding and management of functional scoliosis, and might shed additional light on the effectiveness of exercise therapy in the treatment of this problem.
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In his last editorial after editing the New Zealand Journal of Physiotherapy for nine years, Bryan Paynter comments that on the occasion he "left out the editorial to see if anyone would notice, nobody said a word". He also comments that he is not certain that his wish that the Journal would be a vehicle of professional information on the effect of exercise programmes on functional scoliosis is admissible, where other outcomes are the focus, to be less rigorous with respect to the treatment itself. Thus Stone et al (1979), had subjects perform an active exercise programme at home with no supervision, as opposed to the individual attention given to each subject in the present study. However, it is the author's opinion that without individual supervision, no valid information on the effect of exercise programmes on functional scoliosis can be achieved.

And yet the index of articles indicates that Australian physiotherapists are writing scientifically acceptable articles:
- Effect of trunk flexion speed on flexion relaxation of erector spinae
- Effect of age, gender and speed on three dimensional lumbar spine kinematics
- Group exercises for subjects with osteoarthritis of the knee
- Post stroke recovery of balance on balance systems training
- Does laser enhance bruising in acute sporting injuries?
- Physiotherapy management of obstructed defaecation
- How to write a paper for a scientific journal.

The South African Journal of Physiotherapy has the same mission, methods and requirements as physiotherapy journals the world over. Even though it serves a relatively small local community of physiotherapists, it is also our professional showcase to the world. We know that South African physiotherapists are highly respected for the quality of papers presented at national and international congresses. The Journal is our vehicle for maintaining that respect between congresses.

The difficulties experienced by physiotherapists in writing for publication are universal. The difficulties experienced by journal editors in finding and shaping articles suitable for publication are universal. The "Guidelines for Authors", published by every journal in the world, invites and welcomes contributions. Your Journal is no exception!